Ram 1500 toyo open country at2

This versatile all-terrain tire offers excellent traction and tread life along with a blatantly
aggressive tread design and quiet ride. Xtreme sizes feature a deeper tread depth and a more
aggressive tread and shoulder design. Xtreme sizes also feature a deeper tread depth.
Performance Ratings are on a scale of 1 to 5 best in 0. Compare this tire to others suitable for
your vehicle using our Tire Finder. See the warranty booklet for details. Buy 'em, try 'em, love
'em. If you are not completely satisfied after miles or days, we'll take them back. All Toyo brand
tires are subject to continuous development. Toyo Tire U. Contact your Toyo Tires dealer or
Toyo Tires for current information. Open Country Durability in the Shape of a Tire. Warranty Up
to 65, miles. Where To Buy. Features and benefits Features and benefits Aggressive Sidewall
and Open Tread Block Design Delivers tough looks and even tougher performance in dirt, mud,
or snow, while maintaining a quiet ride. Wear-Resistant Tread Compound Extends tread life and
durability. Forces stones from grooves. Tie Bars Between Blocks Stabilizes tread blocks.
Improves dry braking. Reduces irregular wear. Polygonal Blocks and Zigzag Sipes Contributes
to excellent snow performance. Tread Life. Winter Handling. Off-Road Traction. Dry Handling.
Quiet Ride. Wet Handling. Ride Comfort. Fuel Efficiency. Where to Buy. Go View Online-Only
Retailers. They've been through mud, ice, rain and Texas snow SilverF, Frisco, TX. Trial Offer
Buy 'em, try 'em, love 'em. Durability in the shape of a tire. View more on Instagram. View more
on Youtube. Customer reviews. Other Tires to Consider. Register a free account today to
become a member! Once signed in, you'll be able to participate on this site by adding your own
topics and posts, as well as connect with other members through your own private inbox! Log
in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. Forums New posts Search forums.
What's new New posts New profile posts Latest activity. Members Current visitors New profile
posts Search profile posts. Email Subscription. Everywhere Threads This forum This thread.
Filters Search. New posts. Search forums. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience,
please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date
browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an
alternative browser. New Toyo Open country at3 thoughts. Thread starter Chrisdbeall Start date
Apr 24, First Prev 4 of 5 Go to page. ChadT Ram Guru. Joined Oct 20, Messages Reaction score
Just an update, still no rain. In another thread elsewhere on this board, I saw someone
mentioned tire noise going up with a tire being underinflated. I'm thinking there's some truth to
that. I did some more reading on other tire reviews, and I think I feel comfortable on the answer
of - no they aren't that quiet of a tire, at least the LT E rated tires aren't. I don't expect them to
suddenly be after break in. It's not a tire on road noise that's constant, it's a whooping noise in a
sound frequency that shows up on the highway, can't really hear it that well at low speed. It's
actually something you miss almost completely if you have your windows down which I often
do. Windows closed, if you turn everything off? You hear it more when accelerating or
decelerating. It fades at constant speed. MOST noticeable if the tires are a little under-inflated. I
like them thusfar, but if being quiet is your number one priority above all? I don't know if this is
the right tire. Do I regret the purchase? I like them. GREAT on road grip on dry pavement. I'm
looking forward to wet testing. Thusfar both tires that had it that I used in the snow were
fantastic. Last edited: Sep 23, Update for those following this thread: Rain: It finally rained! So
my 33gallon tank is approaching empty, the rear of the truck was empty, and I did not turn on
4x4 at any point. Damn I liked the rain performance. Pretty good if you ask me. Totally fine. I had
to be a brat with the gas pedal to get the rear tires to break free a little bit - I mean I had to try.
And when they slipped, they didn't fish tail, or fish around - the truck stayed straight. Anecdote,
one rain storm? I would say the grip in the rain was better than the Duratracs, I think I was
driving more respectfully with those and not realizing it. Noise: So I think the noise came down
a little bit, and also that I've gotten used to it. But I do believe that if I had a decibel meter- it
would be a touch quieter. It's not a heinous amount of noise, but again because it's quiet and
then shows up at speed, you notice. On dry pavement the truck handles wonderfully. Today
suggests to me, awesome in the rain too. Last edited: Sep 29, Joined Sep 2, Messages 5
Reaction score 3. ChadT said:. Scarriere Active Member. Joined Aug 17, Messages 26 Reaction
score I believe I'll be ordering a set of these for a winter set. Likely today. Joined Apr 23,
Messages 38 Reaction score Dirt, gravel, cobble, all good. On road they are smooth riding,
balanced easy according to tire guy, no problem at 80 mph. Will likely be in some rain and light
snow this coming week. Will report back afterwards. LGBarnett Active Member. I've now had my
Toyo AT3s for 3 months and they have been great. Louisiana rain storms, piece of cake. Gravel
roads, no problems and no stones stuck in the tread! Mud and creek crossing at the hunt camp,
handled with ease. I also think they even look better than the Tourings on the Limited, which
was a surprise. Joined Feb 8, Messages 42 Reaction score 4. LGBarnett said:. View attachment
View attachment Joined Jul 24, Messages Reaction score They were a quiet tire, especially at
that sub 40mph spend. But on the highway I had a weird resonance that made it into the cab.

Used to drive me nuts. I'd have to speed up or slow down to get ride of it. Unfortunately they're
not offered in 22's for me to use on my Ram. Joined Jul 12, Messages 50 Reaction score Just a
quick follow-up: Tires were excellent in up to heavy rain and water build up on the highway. I hit
some light snow but only off road. They performed excellent there as well in snow that was
approx 8" deep. They handled mud well, clearing out quickly with a quick throttle blip. Very
impressive tire overall. Grouper Well-Known Member. Joined Feb 26, Messages Reaction score I
will say in my "testing" in the rain, in 4x2 you have to get on the gas to make the rear tires spin.
When they spun it was predictable, and the truck tracked well. In 4x4? VERY pleased. I was able
to really get on the gas to get going in the rain, I backed off because I felt like the truck could
have accelerated faster than I felt was safe and smart for those roads! I'm a big, big fan of the
traction characteristics of the tires. In these LT trim, they do have noise. That's the only knock I
can think of. They're light, they're good in rain, great on dry pavement, great grip, balanced
easily. They have one knock. Other than that they're perfect for my needs. So I got some
highway mileage over 15minutes on it today, it was about 40minutes each way on the highway
in the rain. Enough rain that people were reluctant to showcase their inner Jeff Gordon. Quick
note: The grip never ceases to impress! I'm super happy with that. Dry, wet, it's been great
thusfar. Looking forward to the snow testing! Noise wise for those following this! After a few
minutes on the highway, I don't know if it's that your ears acclimate to it, or if the rubber gets a
touch warmer, there could be a few factors. But I noticed that at 68mph to 70mph, I lost the
sound - and I listen for it. Now at that point there's some MDS noise not Drone, the magnaflow
tames that nicely , but I was getting 22mpg so said the truck computer at 70mph, in a rebel, and
I didn't notice the only knock I have on the tire. MPG wise update: I've been getting about If the
tires are underinflated I got around Looks wise from the side they may not impress, but from the
front, allll business! Snow: So an update now that we've had snow. I didn't get in a ton of driving
on it, but the driving I did do? Inspired confidence! I liked the grip. I love this truck and the last
one! On the list? When the weather goes sideways, there's not another vehicle I'd want to be in.
On a funny note? I know we all kinda roast the sidewall pattern for being on the "diet coke" side
of the spectrum, but it looks like the snow disagrees! I was surprised how much snow the
sidewalls picked up. Sound: For those following on the noise topic on the AT3s. I found
something funny. It is a recognizable sound when it eventually shows up at like 45mph. It's
easiest to pick out when the engine's barely working think 45mph on a loud road. Once the
speed picks up? The exhaust noise picks up, it's harder to hear. At lower speeds, harder to
hear. Oddly enough? At higher speeds? Same, at now there's wind noise on the truck, and
exhaust note. So if you WANT to hear it, and you have a good ear for picking out musical
instruments I do , you will hear it. This was likely true of the duratracs, and the KO2s, I just
never bothered to listen to them. Know why you'd hear a tire noise you're listening for?
Because you're listening for it. You'll win that game every time. If you de-condition yourself not
to really listen to it? Suddenly life goes on, they are waaay harder to notice, and you think to
yourself. Sweet tire. L a r r y Active Member. Joined Apr 27, Messages 53 Reaction score In the
name of science I was driving around in 4x2 a bit, and TRYING to get fresh with the go pedal to
test the traction at its limits when safe to do so. If I used 4x4 and patience I think I would have to
drive a TON of miles in bad weather to find the right condition to get them to see some limits.
Reality is, if you want your hp Hemi to get your tires to break loose? Here's the neat thing. If the
AT3s lose traction because you were using too much go-pedal? At least in my experience, they
would track straight. The rear end of the truck doesn't seem to fish around or move left and
right. The truck breaks traction, it tracks straight, you let up on the gas pedal even a little, and it
hooks right up and takes off. They're very predictable. I had a set of KO2s on my Rebel that I
loved. The sidewalls were a bit mushy when broken in. And yet I loved them. I don't really recall
them ever losing grip, that soft rubber was excellent, even in the cold. But I think the KO2's
rubber was generally more grippy. Digging into my memory, IIRC if the KO2s lost traction in the
slushy stuff, they would fish left and right a little bit - but it was really a rare thing. Thusfar with
the Toyo AT3s? It's rare to lose traction, but when you do the truck tracks straight. Again I also
think the rubber is less grippy than the KO2s were. They're good. I'm having a hard time
deciding. Pyleketerson Well-Known Member. Joined Nov 14, Messages Reaction score I ran
KO2s on my previous 5th gen without issue for two winters, which includes highways and
mountain passes. Might go back but always looking for the best You must log in or register to
reply here. Users who are viewing this thread. Site Vendors. Log in. Forums What's new Log in
Register Search. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and
to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our
use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. This site does not support your version of Internet
Explorer. Please upgrade to the latest version of Internet Explorer or download one o
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f the recommended browsers below, in order to ensure that your browser works with
BisManOnline correctly. Download Chrome Download Firefox. Logging In Invalid Login. All
Loading Titles Only. Condition: Used. Seller Type: Private Seller. Watching: Views: This truck is
loaded and is showroom condition! Save tons off buying new and adding accessories! Title in
hand. Details Website :. Drive Train 4 wheel drive. Title Clear. Transmission Type Automatic.
Vehicle Engine 5. Vehicle Make Dodge. Vehicle Mileage Vehicle Model Ram. Vehicle Year AC
Yes. Cab Type Crew. CD Player No. DVD Player No. Exterior Color White. Fuel Type Gasoline.
Leather Yes. Power Locks Yes. Power Windows Yes. Remote Start Yes. Vehicle Condition
Excellent. Print Report This Ad. Suggested Listings. Jordan Joined:. Make Offer. Show Street
View. Contact Jordan [Unavailable]. Report Ad: Ram Longhorn. Sending Report Your Email
Address. Share this listing. Copy and paste the following URL for this listing. About Us. Contact
Us.

